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Abstract. Scientific projects that require human computation often resort to crowdsourcing. Interested individuals can contribute to a crowdsourcing task, essentially contributing towards the project’s goals. To
motivate participation and engagement, scientists use a variety of reward
mechanisms. The most common motivation, and the one that yields the
fastest results, is monetary rewards. By using monetary, scientists address a wider audience to participate in the task. As the payment is
below minimum wage for developed economies, users from developing
countries are more eager to participate. In subjective tasks, or tasks that
cannot be validated through a right or wrong type of validation, monetary incentives could contrast with the much needed quality of submissions. We perform a subjective crowdsourcing task, emotion annotation,
and compare the quality of the answers from contributors of varying income levels, based on the Gross Domestic Product. The results indicate
a different contribution process between contributors from varying GDP
regions. Low income contributors, possibly driven by the monetary incentive, submit low quality answers at a higher pace, while high income
contributors provide diverse answers at a slower pace.
Keywords: Crowdsourcing · Demographics · Monetary Rewards · Subjectivity.
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Introduction

Crowdsourcing is the process where a number of non expert people collectively
perform a task. The task is presented to a wide group of internet users via an
online platform and each user provides their unique input. The collection of
inputs from the crowd is aggregated to provide information necessary for the
task at hand. The users are referred as workers or contributors and the person
that requests the crowdsourcing is known as requester.
As more and more requesters create tasks for workers, new tasks must provide
incentives for participation. Money is the most common crowdsourcing incentive,
and the one that yields the fastest results, but of varying quality [1]. Gamification
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of crowdsourcing tasks, i.e. the use of game elements such as point ladders and
rewards, is another way of keeping workers interested and engaged in the task
[8].
A crowdsourcing task is split in small micro tasks. Each micro task requires
some seconds (on rare occasions minutes) to be completed, therefore the monetary incentive per micro task is usually low. The minimum allowed per micro
task is 0.01$ in most crowdsourcing platforms34 . This results in a low salary per
hour, which according to Horton and Chilton [5], has a median of 1.38$/hour.
Studies have showed that workers from Europe and America provide higher
quality contributions than workers from Asia [6,7]. In addition, it is also shown
that per task payment reduces contributor productivity [13] and monetary rewards negatively influence answers quality [14]. Considering that Asia’s mean
GDP per capita is almost 26% of Europe’s, less than 14% of North America’s5 ,
and the fact that participation incentives exist due monetary rewards, could
there be a link between income and quality of crowdsourcing contributions?
During the analysis of the crowdsourcing results from one of our recent studies
[9,12], we found evidence of high percentage of spam or dishonest contribution
from workers originating from low income countries. Participants that deliver
systematically the same contributions were identified as dishonest contributors,
with high certainty. We hypothesize that workers from low income countries are
mainly motivated by the monetary incentive, rather than the contribution to the
crowdsourcing task.

Fig. 1. Micro-task structure
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Task

The crowdsourcing task, as described in [9,12], requires workers to choose from
one of the three main classes and then select the most appropriate subclass.
As seen in Fig.1, workers select the appropriate class with a radio button, and
unless the class selection is none, a drop-down menu appears that requires a
single selection.
The use of fixed radio and drop-down selections, allows the requester to
capture and filter out spamming behavior. This type of behavior is easy to
capture when a dishonest worker is constantly selecting the same options over
and over again, but undetectable if a dishonest user utilizes more elaborate
methods of spamming, such as automated mouse movement applications. The
inclusion of quality control questions [10], which usually appear at the start of
the task, forces workers to adopt a cautious behavior early on the task, and then
proceed to provide dishonest contributions at a higher pace. In addition, the
nature of a subjective task, such as the emotional annotation of terms, doesn’t
provide a solid basis for quality control questions that use predefined answers.
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Fig. 2. Subclass distribution (low income levels)

In this subjective crowdsourcing task, each term group was annotated by
6 separate workers, and each worker was not able to annotate more than 1%
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of the corpus. The subclass distribution of the contributions, as seen in Fig.2,
was comprised of mostly joy annotated term groups. The nine subclasses, visible
in Fig.2 and Fig.3, represent the eight emotions, while the subclass ”other”
refers to either intensifiers and negators, or term groups that are not emotion
evocative and not intensifying. Ninety and seventy two per cent of workers from
countries with GDP income per capita of less than 10K$ annotated term groups
exclusively with joy or none. This high annotation percentage in a single subclass,
of a random distribution of terms, is strong indication of spam and dishonesty.
Although this behavior was verified manually by the authors at a term level,
where we analysed individual terms to determine whether they were evoking any
emotion, in large scale crowdsourcing tasks there is no need for manual verification. The probability of annotation workers constantly encountering terms of
the same emotion would be extremely low. E.g. if the combined probability of
a term group being none or joy was 99%, the probability of encountering six
hundred exclusively none or joy term groups would only be 0.2405%. Thus the
probability that a worker honestly annotated a diverse corpus of words only with
a single emotion is very close to zero.
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Fig. 3. Subclass distribution in previously joy or other annotated term groups (high
income levels)
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Quality of workers and contributions

The requested task had both a set of test questions, that would say if a term was
an intensifier or emotion evoking, and a distribution control of contributions was
applied. However, a high number of test questions would appear during the initial
stages of the task, something that workers were aware of and could easily exploit.
The distribution control worked well on identifying spammers, but it required
a minimum number of answers from each worker before excluding workers that
constantly annotated a single emotion.
The distribution threshold was set at 40%, which is approximately double
the highest occurrence of a single emotion in another similar study [11]. After
filtering out workers that had more than 40% of their total annotations in a single
subclass, we end up with a smoother distribution of annotations, but strictly
bound to the threshold. From the total one hundred eighty seven participating
workers, only thirty six were identified as eligible based on the 40% filtering
process. This in turn, reduced the number of total annotations deemed valid,
from more than fifty thousands to less than eleven thousands. The percentage of
invalidated annotations and the originating country of the contributors are the
basis of our hypothesis.
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Testing the Hypothesis

Our hypothesis is that workers from low income countries are motivated from the
monetary incentive, rather than contributing to the task. A direct implication
of this hypothesis is that monetary incentivised workers provide low quality
answers. In order to test this hypothesis we used 1555 term groups as annotated
strictly to joy or none, prior to the filtering process, with a majority higher than
80% of the total annotations. Six annotations per term group were required,
with the same test questions for workers as before. The task was requested in
the same platform, with the exact same settings, but only allowed workers from
countries with GDP per capita higher then 30K$ to participate.
In the high income task, workers annotated term groups diversely, and the
previously dominant joy emotion is the third most frequently occurring subclass.
Additionally, strong majority agreement (over 80%) over joy and none subclasses
is lower, with 42 term groups annotated as joy and 181 as none, compared to
1055 and 500 respective term groups of the initial task.
In total group of 112 contributors in the hypothesis group, 32 were flagged
as eligible by our 40% single annotation check. A slightly lower eligibility over
assessment than the initial task, due to the fact that hypothesis term groups
were biased towards joy and none. However, workers annotated term groups in
all of the possible subclasses, and only 4% and 36.2% of the term groups were
still majorly annotated as joy and none respectively.
None was the most common occurring annotation post-filter, and the only
subclass affected by the single annotation check. Its challenging to determine
honesty post-annotation with an unsupervised method, more so on a monetary
incentivised subjective task.
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Conclusion

The results suggest that income is an important factor in crowdsourcing participation. As the particular crowdsourcing task is mainly of subjective nature, the
validation of the hypothesis can only be based on the diversity of the provided
contributions, compared to the initially single subclass accumulated contributions. In an objective task, quality questions and distribution filtering are sufficient measures to prevent dishonesty. Modern crowdsourcing platforms6 provide
ethical rewards and worker demographic pre-screening, empowering requesters
and workers alike.
We are studying the subjective aspects of crowdsourcing, and our goal is
to address the evaluation of subjective contributions with objective criteria in
future publications. Additionally, in purely subjective crowdsourcing tasks, demographics like age, sex, or education levels, should be further studied to better understand crowds performance [2,3]. Our preliminary findings are in line
with research that suggests voluntary crowdsourcing provides highest quality
contributions than paid crowdsourcing[1]. Workers participating voluntarily are
only motivated by their desire to contribute, which can be supplemented by a
range of non monetary incentives to improve engagement. Apart from voluntary
participation, a critical mass of honest participators [4] can function as a selfmaintained filter for dishonesty and spamming in both objective and subjective
tasks.
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